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Minutes

Dec 8th Present: Mariam Alkazemi, Robert Anderson, Caroline Budwell, Amy Burlar, Mariah Crilley, Kimberly Davis, Yonella Demars, James Gahagan, Nick Garcia, Madeline Goldman, Moe Greene, Jared Johnson, Filipe Leitao, Katie Logan, Patrick Lowery, Edna Renee Macbeth, Maureen Mathews, Teresa Nadder, Elena Olson, Faye Prichard, Kurt Stemhagen, Hong Zhao, Teri Dunnivant, Karen Cary, Barbara Judy

Guests: Cinzia Corubolo, Leigh Ann Craig, Rodney Dyer, Adam Ewing, Rima Franklin, Robert Gowdy, Carrie LeCrom, Anette Loughran-Fjeldstad, Marcus Messner, Shannon Mitchell, Jennifer Olson, Vicki Pallo, Stephanie Rizzi, James Wiznerowicz

Dec 8th Absent: Sang Ahn, Misti Mueller, Catherine Viverette

Dec 9th Present: Mariam Alkazemi, Robert Anderson, Caroline Budwell, Amy Burlar, Mariah Crilley, Kimberly Davis, Yonella Demars, James Gahagan, Nick Garcia, Madeline Goldman, Moe Greene, Filipe Leitao, Katie Logan, Edna Renee Macbeth, Maureen Mathews, Teresa Nadder, Elena Olson, Faye Prichard, Kurt Stemhagen, Catherine Viverette, Hong Zhao, Teri Dunnivant, Barbara Judy

Guests: Cinzia Corubolo, Leigh Ann Craig, Robert Gowdy, Julianne Guillard, Katy Hanggi, Marcus Messner, Angela Reynolds, Constance Relihan, Stephanie Rizzi, Seth Sykes

Dec 9th Absent: Sang Ahn, Jared Johnson, Patrick Lowery, Misti Mueller, Karen Cary

I Call to Order

II Approval of Minutes

• November 17, 2022 (APPROVED)
III  Old Business

- **School of Business**  
  **Business-Dean's Office**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Yonella Demars, Secondary, Edna Renee Macbeth  
  New Minor  
  SFM: Sport and fitness management, minor in (APPROVED)

IV  New Business

- **Office of Academic Affairs**  
  **Academic Affairs-Dean's Office**  
  Reviewers: Full Committee  
  Program Change  
  GENED30: General education curriculum (APPROVED)

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Art Foundation**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Nick Garcia, Secondary, Hong Zhao  
  Course Changes  
  ARTF 131: Drawing Studio (APPROVED)  
  ARTF 132: Surface Research (APPROVED)  
  ARTF 133: Space Research (APPROVED)  
  ARTF 134: Time Studio (APPROVED)  
  ARTF 138: Project Seminar (APPROVED)  
  ARTF 139: Project Studio (APPROVED)

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Art History**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Nick Garcia, Secondary, Hong Zhao  
  Course Changes  
  ARTH 207: Global Art History (APPROVED)  
  ARTH 270: History of the Motion Picture I (APPROVED)  
  ARTH 271: History of the Motion Picture II (APPROVED)  
  ARTH 292: Writing for Art History (APPROVED)  
  ARTH 390: Art Historical Methods (APPROVED)  
  ARTH 465: Islamic Art in a Global Context 1800 to 1900 CE (APPROVED)  
  ARTH 466: Modern and Contemporary Art in the Middle East (APPROVED)  
  ARTH 490: Senior Seminar in Art History (APPROVED)  
  New Course  
  ARTH 293: Professional Practices for Art History (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  BA-ARH: Art History, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- **School of the Arts**
  Arts-Dean’s Office
  Reviewers: Primary, Nick Garcia, Secondary, Hong Zhao
  Course Changes
  CINE 110: Writing for Cinema I *(APPROVED)*
  CINE 111: Writing for Cinema II *(APPROVED)*
  CINE 495: Cinema as Art *(APPROVED)*
  CINE 496: Advanced Screenwriting Seminar *(APPROVED)*
  CINE 497: Expanded Cinema: ___ *(APPROVED)*
  DESI 390: Film and Design Studio I *(APPROVED)*
  DESI 395: Film and Design Studio II *(APPROVED)*
  New Courses
  DESI 290: History of Hollywood Cinema *(APPROVED)*
  DESI 295: Applied Theory of Film and Design *(APPROVED)*
  DESI 297: Mise-en-Scène *(APPROVED)*
  DESI 393: Costume Design for Film *(APPROVED)*
  DESI 396: Contemporary Practice: Portrait and Self-Portrait *(APPROVED)*
  DESI 490: Docu-Lab Film and Design *(APPROVED)*
  DESI 495: Film and Design Co-op Lab *(APPROVED)*

- **School of the Arts**
  Arts-Qatar Dean’s Office
  Reviewers: Primary, Sang Ahn, Secondary, Maureen Mathews
  Program Change
  BA-ARH-QTR: Art History, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) [VCUQ] *(APPROVED)*
  New Minor
  FLD: Film and Design Minor *(APPROVED)*

- **School of the Arts**
  Department of Communication Arts
  Reviewers: Primary, Sang Ahn, Secondary, Maureen Mathews
  Program Changes
  BFA-COM: Communication Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) *(APPROVED)*
  BFA-COM-VF: Communication Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) with a concentration in visual effects *(APPROVED)*
  Concentration Permanent Suspension of Admission/Entry
  BFA-COM-SI: Communication Arts, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) with a concentration in scientific illustration *(APPROVED)*
  Minor Permanent Suspension of Entry
  SIL: Scientific illustration, minor in *(APPROVED)*
IV New Business (cont.)

- **School of the Arts**  
  Department of Craft and Material Studies  
  Reviewers: Primary, Sang Ahn, Secondary, Maureen Mathews  
  Course Changes  
  CRAF 321: Advanced Woodworking and Furniture Design (APPROVED)  
  CRAF 322: Advanced Woodworking and Furniture Design (APPROVED)  
  Minor Change  
  CMS: Craft and material studies, minor in (APPROVED)

- **School of the Arts**  
  Department of Dance  
  Reviewers: Primary, Sang Ahn, Secondary, Maureen Mathews  
  Course Changes  
  DANC 230: Dance in Hollywood (APPROVED)  
  DANC 317: Anatomy for the Dancer (APPROVED)

- **School of the Arts**  
  Department of Fashion Design  
  Reviewers: Primary, Sang Ahn, Secondary, Maureen Mathews  
  Course Changes  
  FASH 120: Introduction to the Fashion Industry (APPROVED)  
  FASH 319: Fashion History: The Modern Era (APPROVED)  
  FASH 320: Fashion History: The Present Era (APPROVED)  
  FASH 325: Fashion and Sustainability (APPROVED)  
  FASH 380: Fashion Branding (APPROVED)  
  FASH 391: Fashion Workshop (APPROVED)  
  FASH 440: Line Development Studio (APPROVED)  
  New Course  
  FASH 130: The Meaning of Dress (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  BA-FDE-FM: Fashion, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in fashion merchandising (APPROVED)

- **School of the Arts**  
  Department of Fashion Design-Qatar  
  Reviewers: Primary, Sang Ahn, Secondary, Maureen Mathews  
  Program Permanent Suspension of Admission/Entry  
  BFA-FDE-QTR: Fashion, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) with a concentration in fashion design [VCUQ] (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Graphic Design**  
  **Reviewers: Primary, Sang Ahn, Secondary, Maureen Mathews**  
  Course Changes  
  GDES 231: Theory Inquiry **(APPROVED)**  
  GDES 308: Web Design **(APPROVED)**  
  GDES 331: Precedents Inquiry **(APPROVED)**  
  GDES 398: Dialogues **(APPROVED)**  
  GDES 431: Critical Inquiry **(APPROVED)**  
  GDES 440: Synthesis **(APPROVED)**  
  GDES 491: Studio Topics in Design **(APPROVED)**

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Interior Design**  
  **Reviewers: Primary, Sang Ahn, Secondary, Maureen Mathews**  
  Course Changes  
  IDES 251: Historic Environments: Ancient Through 19th Century **(APPROVED)**  
  IDES 252: Historic Environments: 20th-21st Centuries **(APPROVED)**  
  IDES 301: Interior Design Studio I **(APPROVED)**  
  IDES 491: Topics in Interior Design **(APPROVED)**

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Kinetic Imaging**  
  **Reviewers: Primary, Caroline Budwell, Secondary, Yonella Demars**  
  Course Changes  
  KINE 233: Media Arts Survey **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 343: Video Concepts **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 346: Survey of Sound Design **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 348: 3D Computer Art **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 357: Critical Issues in the Media **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 375: Concept and Development Studio **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 443: Topics in Video Art **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 445: Topics in Animation **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 447: Topics in Sound **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 448: 3D Computer Animation **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 457: Socially Engaged Media **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 458: Virtual Interactive Worlds **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 474: Research and Production I **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 475: Research and Production II **(APPROVED)**  
  KINE 491: Studio Topics **(APPROVED)**
IV New Business (cont.)

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Music**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Caroline Budwell, Secondary, Yonella Demars  
  Program Change  
  BM-MUS-PEJS: Music, Bachelor of (B.M.) with a concentration in performance/jazz studies (APPROVED)

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Photography**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Caroline Budwell, Secondary, Yonella Demars  
  Course Change  
  PHTO 281: Digital Imaging I (APPROVED)  
  Program Changes  
  BFA-PHF-FG: Photography and Film, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A) with a concentration in filmmaking (APPROVED)  
  BFA-PHF-SP: Photography and Film, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A) with a concentration in photography (APPROVED)

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Theatre**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Caroline Budwell, Secondary, Yonella Demars  
  Program Changes  
  BA-THE: Theatre, Bachelor of Arts (B.A) (APPROVED)  
  BFA-THE-PE: Theatre, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) with a concentration in performance (APPROVED)  
  BFA-THE-PEMT: Theatre, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A) with a concentration in performance/musical theatre (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**  
  **Department of Accounting**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Caroline Budwell, Secondary, Yonella Demars  
  Course Changes  
  ACCT 301: Federal Income Taxation for Individuals (APPROVED)  
  ACCT 306: Cost Accounting (APPROVED)  
  ACCT 307: Accounting Systems (APPROVED)  
  ACCT 410: Advanced Tax Accounting (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  BS-ACC: Accounting, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- **School of Business**  
  **Business-Dean's Office**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Caroline Budwell, Secondary, Yonella Demars  
  Course Change  
  BUSN 212: Business Problem Solving and Analysis (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  N/A-BFO: Shared undergraduate business curriculum (APPROVED)  
  Minor Change  
  GBU: General business, minor in (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**  
  **Department of Economics**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Mariam Alkazemi, Secondary, James Gahagan  
  Course Changes  
  ECON 431: Labor Economics (APPROVED)  
  ECON 461: Monetary Policy Seminar (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  BS-ECO-BU: Economics, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) [School of Business] (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**  
  **Department of Finance, Insurance and Real Estate**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Mariam Alkazemi, Secondary, James Gahagan  
  New Course  
  FIRE 201: Personal Financial Planning (APPROVED)  
  Program Changes  
  BS-FIN: Finance, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (APPROVED)  
  BS-FIN-RM: Finance, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in risk management and insurance (APPROVED)  
  BS-FNT-FTAS: Financial Technology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in actuarial science (APPROVED)  
  BS-FNT-FTFE: Financial Technology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in financial engineering (APPROVED)  
  BS-RLE: Real Estate, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (APPROVED)  
  Minor Change  
  RMI: Risk management and insurance, minor in (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**  
  **Department of Information Systems**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Mariam Alkazemi, Secondary, James Gahagan  
  Program Change  
  BS-ISY: Information Systems, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (APPROVED)  
  New Minor  
  ISY: Information systems, minor in (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- **School of Business**
  **Department of Management and Entrepreneurship**
  **Reviewers: Primary, Mariam Alkazemi, Secondary, James Gahagan**
  Program Changes
  BS-BUS-HU: Business, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in human resource management (APPROVED)
  BS-BUS-MGBA: Business, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in management/business administration (APPROVED)
  BS-BUS-MGEP: Business, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in management/entrepreneurship (APPROVED)
  BS-BUS-MGIM: Business, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in management/international management (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**
  **Department of Marketing**
  **Reviewers: Primary, Mariam Alkazemi, Secondary, James Gahagan**
  Program Changes
  BS-MKT-GMKT: Marketing, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in general marketing (APPROVED)
  BS-MKT-MCAN: Marketing, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in marketing communication and analytics (APPROVED)
  BS-MKT-PBMG: Marketing, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in product and brand management (APPROVED)
  Minor Changes
  MKI: Marketing insights, minor in (APPROVED)
  SLS: Sales, minor in (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**
  **Department of Supply Chain Management and Analytics**
  **Reviewers: Primary, Mariam Alkazemi, Secondary, James Gahagan**
  Program Changes
  BS-BUS-SCMA: Business, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in supply chain management and analytics (APPROVED)
  BS:MDA BUS: Accelerated opportunities tab for SCMA and MDA (APPROVED)

- **School of Dentistry**
  **Dentistry-Dean’s Office**
  **Reviewers: Primary, Mariam Alkazemi, Secondary, James Gahagan**
  New Courses
  DENH 347: Clinical Dental Hygiene Summer Clinic (APPROVED)
  DHBS 341: Pharmacology and Pain Control for Dental Hygiene (APPROVED)
  Program Change
  BS-DEH: Dental Hygiene, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (APPROVED)
IV  New Business (cont.)

- **School of Education**
  Department of Counseling and Special Education
  Reviewers: Primary, Mariam Alkazemi, Secondary, James Gahagan
  Course Changes
  ECSE 250: Infant/Toddler Fieldwork  (APPROVED)
  ECSE 301: Developmental Assessment for Young Children  (APPROVED)
  ECSE 350: Preschool Fieldwork  (APPROVED)
  ECSE 450: ECSE Consultation/Itinerant Fieldwork  (APPROVED)
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette
  SEDP 250: Special Education Elementary Supervision  (APPROVED)
  SEDP 350: Special Education Middle School Supervision  (APPROVED)
  SEDP 379: Assessment Practices in Autism and Developmental Disabilities  (APPROVED)
  SEDP 389: IEP and Due Process in Special Education  (APPROVED)
  SEDP 401: Assessment in Diverse Settings  (APPROVED)
  SEDP 402: Exceptionality and Technology: Augmentative and Alternative Communication and Assistive Technology  (APPROVED)
  SEDP 404: Methods in Teaching Science and Social Studies for Students With Disabilities  (APPROVED)
  SEDP 450: Special Education High School Supervision  (APPROVED)
  SEDP 499: Student Teaching  (APPROVED)
  Program Changes
  BSED-SPT: Special Education and Teaching, Bachelor of Science in Education (B.S.Ed.)  (APPROVED)
  BSED-SPT-EH: Special Education and Teaching, Bachelor of Science in Education (B.S.Ed.) with a concentration in early childhood  (APPROVED)

- **School of Education**
  Department of Teaching and Learning
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette
  Minor Change
  EDU: Education, minor in  (APPROVED)

- **College of Engineering**
  Department of Biomedical Engineering
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette
  Course Change
  EGRB 401: Biomedical Engineering Senior Design Studio  (APPROVED)

- **College of Engineering**
  Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette
  Course Change
  EGRE 206: Electric Circuits  (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- **College of Engineering**  
  **Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette  
  Course Changes  
  EGMN 203: Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering Practicum **(APPROVED)**  
  EGMN 402: Senior Design Studio (Laboratory/Project Time **(APPROVED)**

- **College of Health Professions**  
  **Health Professions-Dean's Office**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette  
  Course Change  
  ALHP 435: Health Care Career Development and Planning in Allied Health Professions **(APPROVED)**

- **College of Health Professions**  
  **Department of Occupational Therapy**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette  
  New Course  
  OCCT 250: Understanding Disability Through Media **(APPROVED)**

- **College of Health Professions**  
  **Department of Radiation Sciences**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette  
  Course Change  
  CLRS 404: Ultrasound Pathology and Preliminary Writing **(APPROVED)**

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of African-American Studies**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette  
  Course Changes  
  AFAM 493: Internship in Africana Studies **(APPROVED)**  
  AFAM 499: Capstone Seminar in Africana Studies **(APPROVED)**  
  CSIJ 200: Introduction to Race and Racism in the United States **(APPROVED)**  
  Program Change  
  BA-AAS: African American Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) **(APPROVED)**  
  Concentrations Permanent Suspension of Admission/Entry  
  BA-AAS-AHLP: African American Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in artistic, historical and literary perspectives **(APPROVED)**  
  BA-AAS-PRSP: African American Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in political, religious and societal perspectives **(APPROVED)**  
  BA-AAS-SBHP: African American Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in social and behavioral perspectives **(APPROVED)**
IV New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of African-American Studies**  
  **Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette**  
  New Concentrations  
  BA-AAS-EN: African American Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in education *(APPROVED)*  
  BA-AAS-PBAD: African American Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in public administration *(APPROVED)*  
  New Program  
  BA:MPA AAS: Accelerated opportunities tab for African American studies *(APPROVED)*

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Biology**  
  **Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Catherine Viverette**  
  Course Changes  
  BIOL 103: Global Environmental Biology *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOL 304: Biology Skills *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOL 309: Entomology *(APPROVED)*  
  **Reviewers: Primary, Edna Renee Macbeth, Secondary, Elena Olson**  
  BIOL 312: Invertebrate Zoology *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOL 320: Biology of the Seed Plant *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOL 322: Plants, People and Culture *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOL 420: Yeast and Fermentation *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOL 455: Immunology *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOZ 151: Introduction to Biological Science Laboratory I *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOZ 152: Introduction to Biological Science Laboratory II *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOZ 310: Laboratory in Genetics *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOZ 312: Invertebrate Zoology Laboratory *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOZ 401: Applied and Environmental Microbiology Laboratory *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOZ 418: Integrative Physiology Laboratory *(APPROVED)*  
  New Courses  
  BIOL 454: Biology of Aging and Diseases *(APPROVED)*  
  BIOZ 493: Biology Internship Laboratory *(APPROVED)*  
  Program Change  
  BS-BIO: Biology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) *(APPROVED)*  
  New Programs  
  BS:MS BIO: Accelerated opportunities tab for biology to biology *(APPROVED)*  
  BS:MS BIO: Accelerated opportunities tab for biology to health and movement sciences *(APPROVED)*
IV New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  **Department of Chemistry**
  **Reviewers: Primary, Edna Renee Macbeth, Secondary, Elena Olson**

  Course Changes
  CHEM 392: Directed Study *(APPROVED)*
  CHEM 499: Chemistry Capstone Experience *(APPROVED)*

  Program Changes
  BS-CHE-C1: Chemistry, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in chemical science *(APPROVED)*
  BS-CHE-C2: Chemistry, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in professional chemist *(APPROVED)*
  BS-CHE-C3: Chemistry, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in professional chemist with honors *(APPROVED)*
  BS-CHE-C4: Chemistry, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in biochemistry *(APPROVED)*
  BS-CHE-C5: Chemistry, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in chemical modeling *(APPROVED)*

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  **Department of English**
  **Reviewers: Primary, Edna Renee Macbeth, Secondary, Elena Olson**

  Course Changes
  ENGL 301: Introduction to the English Major *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 311: Introduction to Literary Theory *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 313: Popular Culture Studies:____ *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 315: Fan Fiction Studies:____ *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 320: Early Literary Traditions *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 321: English Drama From 900 to 1642 *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 322: Medieval Literature: Old English to Middle English *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 326: Shakespeare in Context *(APPROVED)*

  Reviewers: **Primary, Filipe Leitao, Secondary, Kurt Stemhagen**

  ENGL 330: The London Stage: 1660-1800 *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 331: Restoration and 18th-century British Literature *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 332: 18th-century British Novels and Narratives *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 335: British Literature of the Romantic Era *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 336: 19th-century British Novels and Narratives *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 337: Victorian Poetry *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 340: Early 20th-century British Literature *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 341: British Literature and Culture After 1945 *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 342: The Modern Novel *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 343: Modern Poetry *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 344: Modern Drama *(APPROVED)*
  ENGL 345: Contemporary Poetry *(APPROVED)*
IV New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  **Department of English**
  **Reviewers: Primary, Filipe Leitao, Secondary, Kurt Stemhagen**
  Courses Changes (cont.)
  ENGL 347: Contemporary Literature (APPROVED)
  ENGL 350: Digital Rhetoric (APPROVED)
  ENGL 352: Feminist Literary Theory (APPROVED)
  ENGL 353: Women’s Writing (APPROVED)
  ENGL 354: Queer Literature: ___ (APPROVED)
  ENGL 355: Black Women Writers (APPROVED)
  ENGL 356: Prison Literature (APPROVED)
  ENGL 358: Native American and Indigenous Literatures (APPROVED)
  ENGL 363: African Literature (APPROVED)
  ENGL 364: Mythology and Folklore (APPROVED)
  ENGL 365: Caribbean Literature (APPROVED)
  ENGL 366: Writing and Social Change: ___ (APPROVED)
  ENGL 367: Writing Process and Practice (APPROVED)
  ENGL 368: Nature Writing (APPROVED)
  ENGL 369: Illness Narratives (APPROVED)
  ENGL 370: Medicine in Literature (APPROVED)
  ENGL 371: American Literary Beginnings (APPROVED)
  ENGL 372: U.S. Literature: 1820-1865 (APPROVED)
  ENGL 373: U.S. Literature: 1865-1913 (APPROVED)
  **Reviewers: Primary, Jared Johnson, Secondary, Madeline Goldman**
  ENGL 374: U.S. Literature: Modernism (APPROVED)
  ENGL 375: U.S. Literature After 1945 (APPROVED)
  ENGL 377: 19th-century U.S. Novels and Narratives (APPROVED)
  ENGL 378: 20th-century U.S. Novels and Narratives (APPROVED)
  ENGL 379: African-American Literature: Beginnings Through the Harlem Renaissance (APPROVED)
  ENGL 380: Southern Literature (APPROVED)
  ENGL 381: Multiethnic Literature (APPROVED)
  ENGL 382: African-American Literature: Realism to the Present (APPROVED)
  ENGL 383: Short Fiction: ___ (APPROVED)
  ENGL 385: Fiction into Film (APPROVED)
  ENGL 391: Topics in Literature (APPROVED)
  ENGL 393: Rhetoric in Public Life (APPROVED)
  ENGL 401: Shakespeare (APPROVED)
  ENGL 402: Chaucer (APPROVED)
  ENGL 403: Milton (APPROVED)
  ENGL 407: Medieval Epic and Romance (APPROVED)
  ENGL 410: Medieval Studies: ___ (APPROVED)
  ENGL 411: Early Modern Studies: ___ (APPROVED)
  ENGL 412: 18th-century Studies: ___ (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of English**  
  **Reviewers: Primary, Jared Johnson, Secondary, Madeline Goldman**  
  Courses Changes (cont.)
  - ENGL 413: 19th-century Studies: ___ (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 414: 20th-century Studies: ___ (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 415: Topics in Book History (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 416: Topics in Authorship (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 445: Form and Theory of Poetry (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 447: Form and Theory of Fiction (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 449: Form and Theory of Creative Nonfiction (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 454: Cross-cultural Communication (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 480: Authors: ___ (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 481: Genres: ___ (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 482: Literary Topics: ___ (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 483: Literary Texts and Contexts: ___ (APPROVED)
  **Reviewers: Primary, Moe Greene, Secondary, Mariah Crilley**  
  - ENGL 484: Literary Movements: ___ (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 485: Literary Theory and Criticism: ___ (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 487: Scholarly Editing (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 489: Literary Editing and Publishing (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 491: Topics in Writing (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 492: Independent Study (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 493: English Internship (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 494: Blackbird Editorial Internship (APPROVED)
  - ENGL 495: Social Media Internship (APPROVED)
  - NEXT 240: Reading Technology, Media and Culture (APPROVED)

New Courses
- AMST 216: Reading Race (APPROVED)
- ENGL 359: Studies in African American Literature: ___ (APPROVED)
- ENGL 417: Themes in African American Literature: ___ (APPROVED)
- ENGL 497: British Virginia Internship (APPROVED)

Program Change
- BA-ENG: English, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies**  
  **Reviewers: Primary, Moe Greene, Secondary, Mariah Crilley**  
  Course Change
  - GSWS 393: Feminist Research and Methods of Inquiry (APPROVED)
IV  New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of History**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Moe Greene, Secondary, Mariah Crilley  
  Course Changes  
  HIST 375: Immigration to the United States (APPROVED)  
  HIST 490: Senior Seminar in History (APPROVED)  
  New Courses  
  HIST 112: Survey of the Middle East II (APPROVED)  
  HIST 323: Introduction to Public History (APPROVED)  
  HIST 422: Studies in Public History: ___ (APPROVED)  
  New Concentration  
  BA-HIS-H2: History, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in public history (APPROVED)  

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Kinesiology and Health Sciences**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Moe Greene, Secondary, Mariah Crilley  
  New Courses  
  HPEX 346: Employee Health Fitness Management (APPROVED)  
  HPEX 347: Foundation Principles for Health, Fitness and Sport Professions (APPROVED)  
  HPEX 381: Introduction to Sport and Fitness Management (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  BS-HPX-HLSC: Health, Physical Education and Exercise Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in health science (APPROVED)  

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Humanities and Sciences**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Moe Greene, Secondary, Mariah Crilley  
  Course Change  
  HUMS 202: Choices in a Consumer Society (APPROVED)  

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Humanities-Dean's Office**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Moe Greene, Secondary, Mariah Crilley  
  Program Changes  
  BS-SCI-BY: Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in biology (APPROVED)  
  BS-SCI-CY: Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in chemistry (APPROVED)  
  BS-SCI-PS: Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in professional science (APPROVED)  
  BS-SCI-PZ: Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in physics (APPROVED)
IV  New Business (cont.)

- College of Humanities and Sciences  
  Humanities-Dean's Office  
  Reviewers: Primary, Robert Anderson, Secondary, Katie Logan  
  Minor Change  
  ECO: Economics, minor in (APPROVED)

- College of Humanities and Sciences  
  RTRobertson Media and Culture  
  Reviewers: Primary, Robert Anderson, Secondary, Katie Logan  
  Course Changes  
  MASC 101: Mass Communications (APPROVED)  
  MASC 274: Diversity in the Media (APPROVED)  
  MASC 333: Public Relations Technical Writing and Media Relations (APPROVED)  
  MASC 334: Visual Communication and Design for Public Relations (APPROVED)  
  MASC 335: Multimedia Production (APPROVED)  
  MASC 380: Media And Culture (APPROVED)  
  MASC 425: Public Relations Research Methods (APPROVED)  
  MASC 465: Newscasting (APPROVED)  
  MASC 475: Capital News Service (APPROVED)  
  MASC 484: Media Foundry (APPROVED)  
  New Courses  
  MASC 383: User Experience (APPROVED)  
  MASC 401: Introduction to Podcasting (APPROVED)  
  MASC 410: Media Entrepreneurship (APPROVED)  
  MASC 483: The Documentary (APPROVED)  
  Program Changes  
  BS-MAC-AGCR: Mass Communications, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in advertising/creative (APPROVED)  
  BS-MAC-AGST: Mass Communications, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in advertising/strategic (APPROVED)  
  BS-MAC-JRBC: Mass Communications, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in journalism/broadcast (APPROVED)  
  BS-MAC-JRDG: Mass Communications, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in journalism/digital (APPROVED)  
  BS-MAC-MD: Mass Communications, Bachelor of Science (B.S) with a concentration in media production (APPROVED)  
  BS-MAC-PB: Mass Communications, Bachelor of Science (B.S) with a concentration in public relations (APPROVED)  
  Minor Change  
  MST: Media studies, minor in (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- College of Humanities and Sciences
  Department of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
  Reviewers: Primary, Robert Anderson, Secondary, Katie Logan
  Course Changes
  MATH 407: Real Analysis (APPROVED)
  MATH 490: Mathematical Expositions (APPROVED)
  New Course
  MATH 411: Excursions in Geometry (APPROVED)

- College of Humanities and Sciences
  Department of Physics and Physical Science
  Reviewers: Primary, Robert Anderson, Secondary, Katie Logan
  Course Change
  PHYS 490: Seminar in Conceptual Physics (APPROVED)

- College of Humanities and Sciences
  Department of Political Science
  Reviewers: Primary, Robert Anderson, Secondary, Katie Logan
  Course Changes
  POLI 103: U.S. Government and Politics (APPROVED)
  POLI 105: International Relations (APPROVED)
  POLI 304: Presidential Primaries (APPROVED)
  POLI 305: Political Campaigns and Communication (APPROVED)
  POLI 351: Middle Eastern Government and Politics (APPROVED)
  Reviewers: Primary, Amy Burlar, Secondary, Misti Mueller
  POLI 354: Russian and Eurasian Government and Politics (APPROVED)
  POLI 356: African Government and Politics (APPROVED)
  POLI 381: The Politics of Genocide (APPROVED)
  POLI 490: Senior Seminar (APPROVED)
  New Courses
  POLI 300: Issues in American Politics (APPROVED)
  POLI 324: The Science of Elections (APPROVED)
  POLI 350: Democratic and Authoritarian Rule (APPROVED)
  POLI 376: The Politics of Food (APPROVED)
  Program Changes
  BA-POS-PSCP: Political Science, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in comparative politics (APPROVED)
  BA-POS-PSCV: Political Science, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in civil rights (APPROVED)
  BA-POS-PSHS: Political Science, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in human security (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Political Science**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Amy Burlar, Secondary, Misti Mueller  
  Program Changes (cont.)  
  BA-POS-PSIR: Political Science, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in international relations (APPROVED)  
  BA-POS-PSPA: Political Science, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in public policy and administration (APPROVED)  
  BA-POS-PTMY: Political Science, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in political theory and methodology (APPROVED)  
  BA-POS-USGV: Political Science, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in U.S. government (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Sociology**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Amy Burlar, Secondary, Misti Mueller  
  Course Changes  
  SOCS 340: Human Sexuality (APPROVED)  
  SOCY 335: Sociology of Masculinities (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Statistical Sciences and Operations Research**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Amy Burlar, Secondary, Misti Mueller  
  Course Changes  
  STAT 423: Nonparametric Statistics (APPROVED)  
  STAT 435: Industrial Statistics (APPROVED)  
  STAT 447: Introduction to Statistical Data Science (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **School of World Studies**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Amy Burlar, Secondary, Misti Mueller  
  Course Changes  
  ANTH 455: Anthropology of Development and Globalization (APPROVED)  
  INTL 215: International Studies in the Professional World (APPROVED)  
  INTL 325: Nature, Culture, Justice (APPROVED)  
  INTL 385: International Migration and Displacement (APPROVED)  
  INTL 445: Activism and Dissidence (APPROVED)  
  ITAL 102: Beginning Italian II (APPROVED)  
  ITAL 330: Themes in Italian Literature: ___ (APPROVED)  
  RELS 250: Death: Myth and Reality (APPROVED)  
  RELS 306: Judaism (APPROVED)  
  RELS 350: World Religions' Classics (APPROVED)
IV  New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  **School of World Studies**
  Reviewers: Primary, Teresa Nadder, Secondary, Kimberly Davis
  Course Changes (cont.)
  WRLD 330: Global Film Studies (APPROVED)
  WRLD 422: World Cinema Cultures (APPROVED)
  WRLD 430: Film and the City (APPROVED)
  New Courses
  ANTH 335: Language and Society: Sociolinguistics in ____ (APPROVED)
  RELS 300: What is Religion? (APPROVED)
  RELS 321: Buddhism (APPROVED)
  RELS 324: Indian Religious Traditions (APPROVED)
  RELS 338: Eastern Religions (APPROVED)
  RELS 339: Western Religions (APPROVED)
  RELS 354: Religion and Film: ____ (APPROVED)
  RELS 365: Archaeology and Religion: ____ (APPROVED)
  RELS 398: Directed Study Abroad (APPROVED)
  RELS 458: Religion and Ecojustice (APPROVED)
  Program Changes
  BA-RST: Religious Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) (APPROVED)
  BS-ANT: Anthropology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (APPROVED)
  Minor Change
  ISJ: International social justice studies, minor in (APPROVED)
  Minor Temporary Suspension of Entry (APPROVED)
  ACS: Asian and Chinese studies, minor in (APPROVED)
  New Minor
  GEH: Global environmental humanities, minor in (APPROVED)

- **School of Social Work**
  **Social Work-Dean’s Office**
  Reviewers: Primary, Teresa Nadder, Secondary, Kimberly Davis
  Course Changes
  SLWK 422: Social Welfare Legislation and Services (APPROVED)
  SLWK 441: Social Work Practice I (APPROVED)
  SLWK 494: Senior Field Instruction I (APPROVED)
  SLWK 499: Senior Seminar (APPROVED)
  Program Change
  BSW-SLW: Social Work, Bachelor of (B.S.W.) (APPROVED)
IV New Business (cont.)

- **University College**
  Department of Focused Inquiry
  Reviewers: Primary, Teresa Nadder, Secondary, Kimberly Davis
  Course Change
  UNIV 200: Advanced Focused Inquiry: Literacies, Research and Communication (APPROVED)

- **University College**
  University College-Dean’s Office
  Reviewers: Primary, Teresa Nadder, Secondary, Kimberly Davis
  Course Changes
  REAL 300: Principles of Community Engagement (APPROVED)
  REAL 301: Principles of Leadership (APPROVED)
  REAL 310: Pathways to Experiential Learning (APPROVED)
  REAL 400: Principles of Problem-Solving (APPROVED)
  New Course
  IDST 391: Interdisciplinary Special Topics (APPROVED)
  Program Change
  LLC TRANSFRM: Living-learning community programs: VCU Transform (APPROVED)

- **Wilder School**
  Wilder School-Dean’s Office
  Reviewers: Primary, Teresa Nadder, Secondary, Kimberly Davis
  Program Change
  WS UG INFO: Undergraduate information (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**
  Department of Management and Entrepreneurship
  Reviewers: Full Committee
  Course Change
  MGMT 434: Strategic Management (APPROVED - Electronic Vote)

V Consent Agenda

Program Changes
General Education Adjustments for Racial Literacy Foundations Requirement and Housekeeping Actions
Reviewers: Full Committee

School of the Arts
Department of Craft and Material Studies
BFA-CMS: Craft and Material Studies, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) (APPROVED)
V Consent Agenda (cont.)

Program Changes (cont.)
General Education Adjustments for Racial Literacy Foundations Requirement and Housekeeping Actions
Reviewers: Full Committee

School of the Arts
Department of Dance
BFA-DAN: Dance and Choreography, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Fashion Design
BFA-FDE-DE: Fashion, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) with a concentration in fashion design (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Graphic Design
BFA-GDS: Graphic Design, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Interior Design
BFA-IDE: Interior Design, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Interior Design-Qatar
BFA-IDE-QTR: Interior Design, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) [VCUQ] (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Kinetic Imaging
BFA-KII: Kinetic Imaging, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Music
BM-MUS-MUIN: Music, Bachelor of (B.M.) with a concentration in music education/instrumental (APPROVED)
BM-MUS-MUVC: Music, Bachelor of (B.M.) with a concentration in music education/vocal-choral (APPROVED)
BM-MUS-PEGU: Music, Bachelor of (B.M.) with a concentration in performance/guitar (APPROVED)
BM-MUS-PEPI: Music, Bachelor of (B.M.) with a concentration in performance/piano (APPROVED)
BM-MUS-PEST: Music, Bachelor of (B.M.) with a concentration in performance/strings (APPROVED)
BM-MUS-PEVE: Music, Bachelor of (B.M.) with a concentration in performance/voice (APPROVED)
V  Consent Agenda (cont.)

Program Changes (cont.)
General Education Adjustments for Racial Literacy Foundations Requirement and Housekeeping Actions
Reviewers: Full Committee

School of the Arts
Department of Music (cont.)
BM-MUS-PEWP: Music, Bachelor of (B.M.) with a concentration in performance/winds and percussion (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Painting and Printmaking
BFA-PAP: Painting and Printmaking, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Sculpture and Extended Media
BFA-SCU: Sculpture, Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) (APPROVED)

College of Engineering
Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering
BS-MCE: Mechanical Engineering, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (APPROVED)
BS-MCE-E7: Mechanical Engineering, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in nuclear engineering (APPROVED)

College of Health Professions
Department of Radiation Sciences
BS-CRS-NM: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in nuclear medicine technology (APPROVED)
BS-CRS-NMDC: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in nuclear medicine technology (degree completion) (APPROVED)
BS-CRS-NMSM: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in nuclear medicine technology (second modality) (APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies
BA-GSW: Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) (APPROVED)
BA-GSW-HSSJ: Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in health, society and social justice (APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Kinesiology and Health Sciences
BS-HPX-XEX: Health, Physical Education and Exercise Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in exercise science (APPROVED)
V  Consent Agenda (cont.)

Program Changes (cont.)
General Education Adjustments for Racial Literacy Foundations Requirement and
Housekeeping Actions
Reviewers: Full Committee

College of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
BS-MAS-AM: Mathematical Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in
applied mathematics (APPROVED)
BS-MAS-BI: Mathematical Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in
biomathematics (APPROVED)
BS-MAS-GMSC: Mathematical Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in
general mathematical sciences (APPROVED)
BS-MAS-MA: Mathematical Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in
mathematics (APPROVED)
BS-MAS-TP: Mathematical Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in
secondary teacher preparation (APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Physics and Physical Science
BS-PHY-NANO: Physics, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in nanoscience
(APPROVED)
BS-PHY-PMED: Physics, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in pre-medical
(APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Political Science
BA-POS-PSPG: Political Science, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in politics and
government (APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Psychology
BS-PSY: Psychology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (APPROVED)
BS-PSY-A2: Psychology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in applied
psychology (APPROVED)
BS-PSY-G2: Psychology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in pre-graduate
school (APPROVED)
BS-PSY-L2: Psychology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in life science
(APPROVED)
BS-PSY-S2: Psychology, Bachelor of Science (B. S.) with a concentration in addiction studies
(APPROVED)
BS-PSY-U2: Psychology, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in urban
psychology (APPROVED)
V  Consent Agenda (cont.)

Program Changes (cont.)
General Education Adjustments for Racial Literacy Foundations Requirement and Housekeeping Actions
Reviewers: Full Committee

College of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Statistical Sciences and Operations Research
BS-MAS-OR: Mathematical Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in operations research (APPROVED)
BS-MAS-ST: Mathematical Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in statistics (APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
School of World Studies
BA-FRL-DLLG: Foreign Language, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in dual languages (APPROVED)
BA-FRL-FR: Foreign Language, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in French (APPROVED)
BA-FRL-GR: Foreign Language, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in German (APPROVED)
BA-FRL-SN: Foreign Language, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in Spanish (APPROVED)
BA-INT-EU: International Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in European studies (APPROVED)
BA-INT-GL: International Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in general studies (APPROVED)
BA-INT-ISJS: International Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in international social justice studies (APPROVED)
BA-INT-LTAM: International Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in Latin American studies (APPROVED)
BA-INT-WC: International Studies, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in world cinema (APPROVED)

Course Inactivations
Reviewers: Full Committee

Office of Academic Affairs
Academic Affairs-Dean's Office
GLED 101: Introduction to VCU Globe (APPROVED)
GLED 201: Global Education Seminar (APPROVED)
GLED 202: Global Engagement Seminar (APPROVED)
GLED 301: Planning for Global Leadership Seminar (APPROVED)
GLED 302: Preparing for Global Leadership Seminar (APPROVED)
GLED 391: Topics in Global Education (APPROVED)
V  Consent Agenda (cont.)

Course Inactivations (cont.)
Reviewers: Full Committee

Office of Academic Affairs
Academic Affairs-Dean's Office (cont.)
GLED 401: VCU Globe Senior Capstone (APPROVED)

School of the Arts
Department of Kinetic Imaging
KINE 402: Senior Research (APPROVED)
KINE 403: Senior Studio (APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
Department of Chemistry
CHEZ 451: Developing Instructional Experiments in Chemistry (APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
Robertson Media & Culture
MASC 461: The Documentary (APPROVED)

College of Humanities and Sciences
School of World Studies
FREN 295: Gateway to the French Major/Minor (APPROVED)
FREN 410: Explication de Textes (APPROVED)
FREN 430: Great Poets and Their Times (APPROVED)
FREN 431: The 16th Century (APPROVED)
FREN 432: The 17th Century (APPROVED)
FREN 433: The 18th Century (APPROVED)
FREN 434: The 19th Century (APPROVED)
RELS 220: Eastern Religions (APPROVED)
RELS 221: Western Religions (APPROVED)
RELS 282: Introduction to Buddhism (APPROVED)
RELS 363: Archaeology and Sacred Texts (APPROVED)
RELS 408: Indian Tradition (APPROVED)

Transfer Credit 2023-2024 Bulletin Updates (APPROVED)
Reviewers: Full Committee

See supporting documentation
Summary of changes:
1. Accept credit awarded for prior learning by Virginia community colleges through their own institutionally-based evaluation process.
2. Establish an appeal process for students denied transfer credits.
3. Update AP/IB tables with new exams.
V  Consent Agenda (cont.)

Transfer Credit 2023-2024 Bulletin Updates (cont.)
Reviewers: Full Committee

See supporting documentation
Summary of changes (cont.):

4. Update the "Undergraduate credit by examination" guidelines to allow departments more flexibility to establish their own evaluation process beyond just credit by examination. This includes the University College portfolio review process and the award of credit for high school graduates earning the Virginia Seal of Biliteracy.
5. Award credit for workplace training evaluated by ACE or NCCRS.

VI  Discussion Item

  • Chair-elect
      
      *No discussion occurred.*